
Exclusive Corporate Hire & 
Weddings / Parties





Mas de la Serra is the perfect venue for corporate team building activities 
as well as smaller exclusive weddings and private parties. Situated near 
Barcelona this newly renovated fortified farmhouse sleeps  up to 20 and 

comes fully staffed. 





The Property is set in 60 acres of almond groves and pine and oak forest and has all 
the facilities of a boutique hotel but feels like home away from home.  Restored 
Over seven years by Alasdair Grant it has an exclusive collection of his family 

whiskies in the honesty bar and combines elements of his Scottish heritage with 
Spanish antiques in a contemporary mix.  

The audiovisual room has all the facilities for presentations and meeting for up to 16.  For team 
building activities groups can also be split into groups and use the other large sitting rooms. 
There is broadband wifi throughout the property.   





‘The location is idyllic.
Matarranya, in eastern Spain, is often called the The Spanish Tuscany, though 
its hushed, vertiginous ancient hill towns reminded me even more of Tuscany's 

near neighbour, Umbria, which is no bad thing.‘
The Scotsman



Activities at the property

You don’t even have to leave the masia
to enjoy many of the local activities

It’s possible to watch the rare wild ibex 
most evenings in the grounds as well as 
red squirrels and vultures. 

Walk in the surrounding hills, or just 
relax at the pool.   kids love collecting 
beautiful insects and in the evenings 
there is always the home cinema.

Or why not help out on the farm with 
the almond harvest or looking for 
truffles.





Corporate Activities

There are a whole host of activities for the corporate clients to enjoy during their stay.  We can 
organise many of these very near the masia such as riding, canoeing on the lake, mountain 

biking and hiking as well as paintball and archery.





There are few places in Spain that offer such a range of activities for all 
ages and aside from winery visits, the Picasso and civil war museum and 
great walks there are surprisingly plenty of bars and nightlife in the area. 

The vulture experience has been 





The Masia is a Stunning Venue for Weddings & Private Parties.
Its accessible from 4 International airports and is within 2.5 hours of Barcelona,Valencia & 

Zaragoza. This is the ultimate hideaway retreat.  We can also recommend some local hotels for 
extra guests and arrange all your transport needs. 

We have a number of dining possibilities where 
the guests can all sit together whether on the 

terrace on warm evenings or in our dining room 
and enjoy almond and truffle soup,  suckling 

pig and a pisco sour

The wedding itself can be held in the masia’s
grounds – The local mayor enjoys conducting 
civil ceremonies.  After the al fresco reception 
with no noise constraints  the party can go on 

well into the night!





We have had great reviews on trip advisor and many journalists from around the world 
have written features on the masia.

For further information please goto www.masdelaserra.com


